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During Christmas 2010, ESA's Herschel and XMM-
Newton space observatories targeted the nearest 
large spiral galaxy M31. This is a galaxy similar to 
our own Milky Way – both contain several hundred 
billion stars. This is the most detailed far-infrared 
image of the Andromeda Galaxy ever taken and 
shows clearly that more stars are on their way.
Sensitive to far-infrared light, Herschel sees clouds 
of cool dust and gas where stars can form. Inside 
these clouds are many dusty cocoons containing 
forming stars, each star pulling itself together in a 
slow gravitational process that can last for 
hundreds of millions of years. Once a star reaches 
a high enough density, it will begin to shine at 
optical wavelengths. It will emerge from its birth 
cloud and become visible to ordinary telescopes.



HERSCHEL IR OBSERVATORY – 1:48 scale
- Roll Dewar body into cylinder and connect with joiner.
- Curve top, bottom, and intermediate conics and glue 
to Dewar body. Close bottom with disk. Roll neck into 
cylinder and glue to top of Dewar assembly, cap with 
top disk.
- Cut out Dewar struts, laminate, curve into a circle and 
glue. Glue top pads to gray rectangles around bottom of 
Dewar.
- Fold/glue gray box and gray/black panel (waveguide 
and emitter?). Glue panel on top of box, then attach to 
large gray rectangle on the side of the Dewar.

- Fold/glue radiators, then attach to Dewar on 
dashed gray lines (see diagrams). White side 
faces the white side of the Dewar. All black 
radiator (trim to clear struts if needed) goes in 
center of black side of Dewar.
- Laminate mirror tripods.
- Primary tripod bends only where the long 

struts meet the triangles. Struts 
remain straight. Curve bottom to fit top 

of Dewar and glue in place.
- Curve mirror parts and glue. Apply glue 
around the inner rim of the larger conic and 
center the smaller part to form the mirror. Bend 
top pads on  primary tripod to attach mirror.

- Fold/glue bus into octagonal box. Form 
load ring into a circle and glue to the 
bottom of the bus.
- Laminate the sunshade, fold sides to 45 
degrees, and glue to top of bus on +Z side.
- Test fit Dewar/mirror to ensure it clears 
the sunshade evenly, then glue to circle on 
top of bus. Tics align w/ bottom of struts

- Form/glue star tracker box and 
conics, then glue parts together. 
Glue assembly to –Z face of bus 
where marked.
- Fold down legs of 2ndary mirror 
tripod and glue to primary mirror; 
refer to diagrams for positioning.

- Roll or laminate parts for bus thermal shield struts, glue struts to bus, and shield to struts.
- Fold/glue thrusters and attach to bottom of bus. See diagrams to orient nozzles.
- If desired, roll/laminate sunshade struts, trim to length and glue in place per diagrams.
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Dewar struts-laminate back to back 
and form into a circle. Use small end
tabs to connect circle.

Dewar body-roll cylinder

Orientation:
+X is mirror end (top)
+Z is sunshade side (to sun)
Y is side to side as launched
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Cables-after assembling Dewar and 
lower struts, attach here inside struts.
Trim to fit.

Joiner
strip

Waveguide?
Emitter?

Radiators



Star Tracker (ST)
Roll narrow cones.

Roll narrow tubes
for support struts

Alternate Dewar struts

Bus bottom load ring – form into circle

Attitude thrusters
mount to bottom 
of bus

Spacecraft bus – fold side panels
down; fold tabs inward; fold bottom
panel down to form into box.

Bus thermal shield
Install struts and shield last, 

fitting shield so it is concentric 
with the Dewar.

Sunshade support
struts-roll thin 
cylinders or glue to 
thick card and cut
strips. Trim to length.
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Bus bottom

Attach Sunshade 
to top of bus on +Z 
side.

Bus thermal shield strut locations; gray 
dots mark four points



Roll tubes for sunshade support struts or
laminate to thick card and cut into strips.

Outer Sunshade

Inner Sunshade

Fold sunshade panels at 45 degrees
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Fold side brackets
at 90 degrees.
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ots locate ends of struts if used.



Mirrors

2ndary + tripod.
Laminate, bend
down legs, glue
to completed 
primary mirror.
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Nest smaller conic
inside

Primary mirror tripod – glue unprinted sides
together, form bases to fit dewar curve, top
horizontal struts remain straight and fold at 
triangle struts. Circular pads at top bend back
to support primary mirror dish.
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Paint surfaces silver after assembly if 
desired.


